
Installation Instructions for

700TDSTNPL_-LED_

920TDSTRATLD

PENDANTS

G P I :ENERAL RODUCT NFORMATION

This product is suitable for damp locations.

This product can be dimmed with a low-voltage electronic dimmer.

Stratton Pendant Large (LED) 1.2

CAUTION - RISK OF FIRE
This product must be installed in accordance with
the applicable installation code by a person familiar
with the construction and operation of the product
and the hazards involved.

Use minimum 90°c supply conductors.
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Place the socket assembly on a flat surface.

Place the glass shade over the socket assembly.
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Install the Glass Shade
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Simultaneously pull the cord up gently and align the

studs with the holes on the glass shade.

Secure the glass shade in place by tightening the wing

nuts onto the studs.
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CAUTION: Do not over-tighten, the glass may break

resulting in injury.
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Shorten the Pendant
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Remove the two canopy screws on sides of the canopy.

Remove the mounting plate and driver from the canopy.
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CANOPY

Loosen the set screw on the primary(Do Not Remove)

strain relief.

Feed the cord through the primary strain relief and

canopy.

Adjust the fixture height (from bottom of the fixture

shade to top of the canopy) by moving the canopy and

primary strain relief up or down.

When desired height is achieved, mark the cord right

behind the primary strain relief for the secondary strain

relief location.
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Feed the cord through the secondary strain relief. Place

the secondary strain relief right above the marked point

and tighten the set screw.
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Drop the secondary strain relief back to the desired

location.

Tighten the set screw on the primary strain relief.
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Properly place the driver, all wires, and wire nut

connections inside the canopy.

Align the canopy holes with the mounting plate holes

and secure the canopy in place by installing and

tightening the two canopy screws.
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Install the Pendant

1 Secure the mounting plate to the electrical box with the

two #8-32 screws provided.
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Connect the blue driver wire to the insulated pendant

wire with the white tracer.

Connect the red driver wire to the other insulated

pendant wire.

Connect the fixture to a suitable ground in accordance

with local electrical codes.

Connect the black driver wire to the hot power line wire

with a wire nut.

Connect the white driver wire to the neutral power line

wire with a wire nut.
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Leave 6" of the cord behind the canopy for power

connections. Cut the excess cord.

From the end of the cord, cut away the cloth and strip

the outer insulation 4" using a sharp knife and

needlenose pliers. Make sure not to cut inner wires.

Strip 1/4" of insulation from the inner insulated wires.

(three inner insulated wires for standard SVT cord). The

bare inner wire is the ground wire (green insulated wire

in SVT cord).
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SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS!
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